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Abstract
Using preemption threshold scheduling (PTS) in a

multi-threaded real-time embedded system reduces sys-
tem preemptions and hence reduces run-time overhead
while still ensuring real-time constraints are met. How-
ever, PTS offers other valuable benefits. In this paper
we investigate the use of PTS for hard real-time sys-
tem with limited RAM. Our primary contribution is
to prove the optimality of PTS among all preemption-
limiting methods for minimizing a system’s total stack
memory requirements. We then discuss characteristics
of PTS and show how to reduce average worst-case re-
sponse times. We also introduce a unified framework
for using PTS with existing fixed-priority (e.g. rate-
or deadline-monotonic), or dynamic-priority schedul-
ing algorithms (e.g. earliest-deadline first).

We evaluate the performance of PTS and our im-
provements using synthetic workloads and a real-time
workload. We show PTS is extremely effective at reduc-
ing stack memory requirements. Our enhancements to
PTS improve worst-case response-times as well.

1. Introduction
Complex real-time embedded applications often use

a real-time operating system (RTOS). Most operating
systems, however, employ fully-preemptive schedulers,
which can have excessive preemption overheads. In
addition to direct preemption overheads (e.g. CPU
time and energy), significant memory support is usu-
ally needed. Many low-end RTOS’s statically allocate
dedicated space in RAM for each of the application’s
task’s stacks (e.g. uC/OS-II, FreeRTOS, AvrX, etc.)
which can be prohibitively expensive for systems with
little RAM or many tasks [4, 5, 15]. This stack space
must be large enough to accommodate worst-case func-
tion call nesting, local variable allocation, and possibly
the task control block and context. Many kernels also
allocate additional space in each task’s stack area for
servicing interrupts (e.g. uC/OS-II and FreeRTOS)1.

1Some kernels use more efficient techniques for servicing inter-
rupts like emulating a separate interrupt stack if not supported

Many high-volume embedded systems are built
around low-end commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) mi-
crocontrollers because of their low cost. These devices
may have very little RAM. Even in systems with larger
amounts of RAM, running out of memory can be a
common problem. Embedded systems tend to evolve
over time, with each new generation of software ac-
creting a new layer onto the existing code base. Hence,
over a long enough period of time data memory re-
quirements can easily exceed available memory, mak-
ing RAM a precious resource. This makes the use of
real-time kernels for low-end embedded systems partic-
ularly hard if not impossible.

These issues and problems inherent in preemptive
real-time kernels have led to the emergence of several
methods and standards for designing more efficient ker-
nels with reduced preemption overheads. As the main
consumer of low-end microcontrollers, the automotive
industry was the first to realize the need for more effi-
cient operating systems by developing the OSEK/VDX
standard2. Several OSEK/VDX-compliant real-time
kernels have been developed. LiveDevices (Realogy)
[8,9] introduced several variations of their real-time ar-
chitect (RTA) operating system that utilizes the single-
shot execution (SSX) model which enables tasks to
share a single stack while dividing them into mutually
non-preemptive groups. Other OSEK/VDX-compliant
kernels were also developed to be more efficient in some
way [7, 18]. Outside of the automotive industry, other
efficient RTOS design techniques have been developed.
One very promising technique is Preemption Threshold
Scheduling (PTS) presented in ThreadX[10], a com-
mercial real-time kernel by Express Logic Inc, and in-
vestigated initially by Wang and Saksena [23,25]. PTS
tries to minimize preemptions as much as possible while
preserving the system’s schedulability.

Minimizing preemptions to reduce overhead and im-

in hardware like AvrX[4].
2The OSEK/VDX standard includes specifications for embed-

ded operating systems, communication subsystems, and embed-
ded network management systems.



prove the system’s memory utilization is an ad-hoc pro-
cess which has not been adequately examined to date.
In this paper we analyze and enhance PTS. First, we
show that PTS leads to the optimal stack space utiliza-
tion attainable by any known priority-driven schedul-
ing algorithm (e.g. RM, DM, EDF, etc). Hence,
given a particular real-time application, we provide
the application engineer with a limit on the amount
of memory that can be saved by limiting preemptions
while not violating any of the workload’s real-time con-
straints. Second, we build a framework for PTS that
naturally applies to both fixed-priority and dynamic-
priority schemes. Third, we discuss some characteris-
tics of PTS, including undesired side-effects of preemp-
tion limiting in general (e.g. deteriorated system re-
sponsiveness and robustness), and show how some can
be reduced. Finally, through simulations, we quantify
application characteristics (e.g. workload utilization,
type of scheduling scheme used, etc.) that affect PTS
to help developers of real-time applications.

This paper is divided into six sections. In section
2 we present a brief overview of some of the work ad-
dressing preemption threshold scheduling and how it
relates to our work. In section 3 we present the back-
ground material this paper is based on, and the termi-
nology used throughout this study. Section 4 contains
the main theoretical results of this paper: proving the
optimality properties of PTS and discussing how to
minimize some undesirable side-effects. In section 5 we
present a case study and simulations to assess workload
characteristics that affect the effectiveness of PTS. Fi-
nally, in section 6 we present our conclusions.

2. Related Work

The term preemption threshold scheduling (PTS)
was first coined by Wang and Saksena[23,25] after they
investigated the concept of preemption thresholds intro-
duced by Express Logic Inc. in their real-time kernel
ThreadX[10]. PTS results in a dual-priority scheme
where each task has a nominal priority, which it uses to
preempt other tasks, and a preemption threshold which
is its effective priority while executing. The real-time
analysis of this dual-priority scheme was pioneered by
Wang et al.[23, 25] and by Davis et al.[9]. In these
studies, preemption between tasks was limited to oc-
cur only when necessary to maintain system schedula-
bility. Tasks that run non-preemptively with respect
to each other can be mapped into the same run-time
thread and share the same run-time stack minimizing
the memory requirements and other preemption over-
heads. Our work builds directly on Wang’s et al. work
by proving the optimality of their preemption threshold
assignment method as well as enhancing its timeliness.

Many resource sharing protocols and real-time syn-
chronization schemes have been adapted to PTS[11,13].
Kim et al.[13] showed how the priority inheritance and
priority ceiling protocols could be used with PTS when
shared resources are present. Gai et al[11] showed how
Baker’s stack resource policy [3] can be extended to

support PTS, resulting in the stack resource policy with
preemption thresholds (SRPT). The SRPT inherits all
of the properties of the SRP in the sense that it pre-
vents priority inversions, deadlocks, as well as bounds
the maximum time any task can be blocked.

Since dynamic-priority task scheduling schemes can
be much more efficient than static-priority schemes,
it is of particular interest to know if PTS applies to
these schemes. Gai’s [11] work enables the use of
PTS in dynamic-priority schemes through the use of
the preemption levels concept, also introduced earlier
by Baker[3], which enable static analysis of dynamic-
priority systems. Another dynamic preemption thresh-
old scheme was presented by He et al.[12] which uses an
earliest-deadline-first algorithm to dynamically change
the task priorities as well as their preemption thresh-
olds. Our work on PTS for dynamic-priority schemes
builds on Gai et al. and Baker’s work since, in contrast
to He’s et al. work, we enable the system developer to
analyze and verify a design at design time while avoid-
ing all the additional run-time overheads of dynam-
ically updating preemption thresholds in addition to
priorities. To this end, we modify an existing preemp-
tion thresholds search algorithm to apply to both fixed-
and dynamic-priority schemes. The search can be done
offline to obtain the optimal preemption threshold as-
signment which remains fixed at run-time (incurring
no overhead).

Many other studies investigated PTS and presented
extensions to its basic concepts. Building on Wang’s
work for fixed-priority schemes, Regehr[20] presented
two abstractions that can be used to force the PTS
scheduler to group tasks into non-preemptive groups.
Regehr also investigated the presence of WCET un-
certainty and presented algorithms for finding fault-
tolerant PTS schedules. The incorporation of PTS
into many real-time design settings was also addressed.
Kim et al.[14] showed how PTS can be used with dy-
namic voltage scaling to render efficient schedules that
optimize the energy usage of the system. Saksena et
al.[22], and Wang et al[23] also addressed using PTS
in a real-time object oriented framework, showing how
real-time object oriented models can be synthesized au-
tomatically into a real-time task set implemented in a
fixed-priority PTS scheme.

In summary, PTS provides real-time systems devel-
opers a method to design efficient real-time schedules
in a variety of settings. Our work on PTS is comple-
mentary to, or can be used in combination with, most
of the other known methods and schemes for using PTS
to minimize the overheads of preemptions and obtain
more efficient real-time schedules.

3. Terminology and Background

In this section we introduce the system model. We
then present previous work in scheduling (both fixed-
and dynamic-priority) and resource sharing for PTS,
recast into our unified framework.



3.1. Real-Time System Model

A real-time task, denoted by T , is an independent
thread of execution that competes with other tasks for
processor time and other resources. A task is invoked
infinitely many times and each invocation results in a
single execution which we call a job. We will denote the
ith task in the workload by Ti and denote the jth job
of the ith task by Jij . Every job Jij is characterized by
a computation time cij , and an absolute deadline dij .
Moreover, associated with every job Jij is the amount
of stack space sij required by the job to save its local
variables, return addresses for procedure calls, as well
as its own context if necessary3. We also associate with
each job Jij a unique priority πij ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} such
that contention for resources is resolved in favor of the
job with the highest priority that is ready to run.

We let R = {ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρk} be the set of shared re-
sources. Tasks can access mutually exclusive resources
through critical sections. We define ξk

ij as the critical
section of job Jij on the kth resource ρk. That is, job
Jij will need to access the shared resource ρk in a mu-
tually exclusive manner through its critical section ξk

ij .
We denote the maximum time duration of this critical
section by ωk

ij .
Tasks can be periodic or sporadic. If Ti is periodic,

the period Pi specifies a constant interval between ar-
rival times of any two consecutive jobs, and if it is
sporadic, Pi specifies a minimum interval between job
arrivals. We say task Ti has a Worst-Case Execution
Time (WCET) of Ci time units if all jobs of Ti can
take no longer than Ci time units to execute, and say
task Ti has a maximum stack space requirement of Si

units if the stack space required by all jobs is no larger
than Si units. Moreover, we say that Ti has a rela-
tive deadline of Di time units if all jobs must complete
execution no more than Di time units after arrival.

Hereafter, we use the notion T = {Ti =
〈Pi, Di, Ci, Si〉|i = 1, 2, . . . , N} to denote the set of N
tasks composing our real-time workload. We will use
the tuple (T , Π) to denote the workload T along with
some priority assignment Π.

3.2. Scheduling Policies

A scheduling policy dictates the order in which dif-
ferent jobs use the processor and how different requests
should be serviced. Priority-driven scheduling policies
are a large subset of all scheduling policies and are used
by most real-time kernels. A priority-driven scheduling
policy is a mapping Π : T → {1, 2, 3, . . . , N} governing
the execution of jobs such that contention for resources
is always resolved in favor of the job with the highest
priority that is ready to run. An essential property of a
scheduling policy is preemptability. We say a schedul-
ing policy is fully-preemptive if a currently executing

3The amount of stack space needed by each job can be com-
puted and bounded with existing static analysis tools[21].

task can be preempted by a ready-to-run higher prior-
ity task. On the other hand, we say a scheduling policy
is fully-non-preemptive if the ready-to-run task has to
wait for the currently executing lower priority task to
release the processor voluntarily.

Between the two boundary cases of fully-preemptive
and fully-non-preemptive scheduling policies lies pre-
emption threshold scheduling or PTS. With PTS, a
real-time system with some priority assignment (T , Π)
is assigned an additional mapping Γ : (T , Π) →
{1, 2, . . . , N} (i.e. each task is assigned a preemption
threshold, denoted by γi in addition to its priority πij

with the essential property that γi ≥ πij∀j). When
the task begins execution, its priority is raised to its
preemption threshold. In this way, all the tasks with
priorities less than or equal to the preemption thresh-
old of the executing task cannot preempt it. PTS effec-
tively creates groups of mutually non-preemptive tasks
that are not allowed to preempt each other.

It is easily seen that fully-preemptive and fully-non-
preemptive scheduling policies are special boundary
cases of PTS. By assigning the preemption threshold
of each task equal to its priority, PTS simplifies to a
fully-preemptive scheduling policy. By assigning the
preemption threshold of each task equal to the sys-
tem’s highest priority, PTS simplifies to a fully-non-
preemptive policy.

Another scheduling policy characteristic is that it
can be static or dynamic. A fixed-priority scheduling
policy is mapping Π that does not change at run time;
otherwise it is a dynamic-priority scheduling policy. A
basic property of all fixed-priority schemes is that all
jobs belonging to the same task are assigned the same
priority (i.e. Π(Jij) ≡ Π(Ti) = πi ∀j). Hence, in a
fixed-priority scheme we can speak of a “task’s” pri-
ority instead of a “job’s” priority. Classical examples
of fixed-priority scheduling algorithms are Rate Mono-
tonic (RM), Deadline Monotonic (DM), and Audsley’s
optimal priority assignment algorithms [2, 17].

Unlike fixed-priority scheduling, in a dynamic-
priority scheme different jobs belonging to the same
task can be assigned different priorities dynamically.
The most popular dynamic priority scheduling policy
is the earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm [17]. In
EDF scheduling, the priority of each job is assigned
dynamically to be inversely proportional to job’s ab-
solute deadline. Below we discuss some of the basic
schedulability tests for both of these schemes.

3.3. Fixed-Priority Schedulability Analysis

Given a real-time workload and some priority assign-
ment, (T , Π), we would like to know if the workload is
schedulable (i.e. all tasks in the workload will meet
their deadlines). For fixed-priority scheduling policies,
schedulability can be analyzed using level-i busy period
analysis [16, 24]. To this end, a bound is computed on
the response times of all jobs of a task by essentially
simulating some worst-case scenario that jobs can ex-
perience. Such a bound is referred to as the worst-case



response time (WCRT) for the task and denoted by Wi.
If the WCRT each task is no larger than its respective
deadline, the workload is said to be schedulable.

Consider a real-time workload with some predefined
fixed-priority assignment (T , Π), and let Ti ∈ T be
any task. Let HP(Ti) denote the subset of all tasks
belonging to T with priorities larger than that of Ti

(i.e. HP(Ti) = {Tj ∈ T |πj > πi} ⊂ T ). Similarly, let
LP(Ti) denote the subset of all tasks belonging to T
with priorities smaller than that of Ti. The WCRT of a
task will occur if one of its jobs is released at the same
time with a job from every higher priority task. Hence,
the WCRT of a task can be obtained by considering
the response-time of a single job that is released under
this worst-case scenario. This WCRT can be computed
using the following recursive equations [24]:

wi(q) = q · Ci +
∑

Tj∈ HP(Ti)

⌈
wi(q)
Pj

⌉
Cj (3.1a)

where wi(q) denotes the length of a busy period for
task Ti with q jobs (instances) of Ti included in the
busy period. The worst-case response time Wi for task
Ti is then computed using the following expression:

Wi = min
q∈{0,1,2,...}

wi(q) (3.1b)

This iteration over increasing values of q stops if
wi(q) ≤ q · Pi. A task set is schedulable fully-
preemptively if and only if Wi ≤ Di for all i ∈ [1, N ].
Hence, these conditions are a necessary and sufficient
condition for schedulability in a fixed-priority scheme.

However, a task might experience a different kind of
a worst-case scenario when PTS is used. That is, in
addition to interference from higher priority tasks in
HP(Ti), with PTS, a task Ti may also be blocked by
a lower priority task Tj ∈ LP(Ti) if πi ≤ γj. In this
case, the WCRT of a task happens when the task with
the longest WCET that has lower priority but higher
preemption threshold is released one clock cycle before
Ti. In this case, the worst-case start time Si, the worst-
case finish time Fi, and the worst-case response time
Wi of Ti are given by the following three equations,
respectively[20, 25]:

Si(q) = Bi + q · Ci

+
∑

Tj∈HP(Ti)

(
1 +

⌊
Si(q)

Pj

⌋)
Cj

(3.2a)

Fi(q) = Si(q) + Ci

+
∑

Tj∈ T
πi>γj

(⌈
Fi(q)

Pj

⌉
−

(
1 +

⌊
Si(q)

Pj

⌋))
Cj

(3.2b)

Wi = max
q∈{0,1,...,�Li/Pi�}

(Fi(q) − q · Pi) (3.2c)

where Li is the longest level-i busy period and is given
by the following:

Li = Bi +
∑

Tj∈ HP(Ti)

⌈
Li

Pj

⌉
Cj (3.2d)

while Bi denotes the worst-case blocking Ti can experi-
ence due to tasks in LP(Ti) with preemption thresholds
equal to or larger than the task’s priority and is given
by the following:

Bi = max
Tj∈ LP(Ti)

πi≤γj

(Cj − 1) (3.2e)

3.4. Dynamic-Priority Schedulability
Analysis

In a dynamic-priority scheme, a condition for the
schedulability of a real-time system is given by the fol-
lowing EDF schedulability test [17]:

N∑
i=1

Ci

min(Di, Pi)
≤ 1 (3.3)

If the above condition is satisfied, we conclude that
our workload is schedulable with the EDF scheme. We
note, however, that if it is not satisfied, then the con-
clusion we may draw depends on the relative deadline
of the tasks. If Di ≥ Pi for all i, then equation (3.3)
reduces to the well known EDF utilization test which is
both a necessary and sufficient condition. On the other
hand, if Di < Pi for some i, equation (3.3) is only suf-
ficient and we can only conclude that the system may
not be schedulable.

To use PTS with a dynamic-priority scheme, how-
ever, the system preemption relations need to be known
at design time (i.e. which tasks/jobs can preempt
which tasks/jobs). To this end, Gai et al. [11] showed
that the concept of preemption levels presented earlier
by Baker[3] can be used. Preemption levels present a
static mapping that enables offline analysis of dynamic-
priority scheduling schemes. A preemption level, de-
noted by λi, for task Ti is assigned statically at design
time similar to the task’s priority in the case of fixed-
priority schemes (i.e. the preemption levels of all jobs
belonging to a task are the same). As explained by
Baker, the preemption level mapping is arbitrary as
long as it is assigned to satisfy one single property: A
job of Ti is not allowed to preempt a job of Tj unless
it has higher priority and λi > λj . Under the EDF
scheduling policy, the previous property has been veri-
fied if preemption levels are assigned inversely propor-
tional to the tasks’ periods (i.e. Λ(Ti) = λi ∝ 1

Pi
)[3].

After preemption levels are assigned, the system can be
analyzed statically as in the fixed-priority case and pre-
emption thresholds can be assigned. Hence, through
the use of preemption levels, one can transform a
dynamic-priority system (T , Π) into (T , Λ) with the



mapping Λ being static, enabling design time analysis
similar to fixed-priority schemes.

Given a dynamic-priority scheduled workload
(T , Π), we can use the preemption level mapping Λ
to transform it into the statically analyzable system
(T , Λ). In this context, let HL(Ti) denote the sub-
set of all tasks belonging to T with preemption levels
that are larger than that of Ti (i.e. HL(Ti) = {Tj ∈
T |λj > λi} ⊂ T ). Similarly, let LL(Ti) denote the
subset of all tasks belonging to T with preemption lev-
els smaller than that of Ti. Based on Baker’s work,
we develop the following expression for the maximum
blocking that any task Ti can experience while main-
taining its schedulability [3, 11]:

Bmax
i =


1 −

∑
Tj∈HL(Ti)

Cj

min(Dj , Pj)


 Pi (3.4a)

As with fixed-priority schemes, we can now require
that the blocking Bi experienced by Ti ∈ (T , Λ) due
to tasks with lower preemption levels (which in some
sense is like having a lower priority) be no larger than
the maximal blocking that the task can handle without
losing schedulability (i.e. Bi ≤ Bmax

i ∀i). The blocking
term Bi in this case is given as:

Bi = max
Tj∈ LL(Ti)

λi≤γj

(Cj − 1) (3.4b)

3.5. Resource Sharing Protocols
In the previous sections, tasks were assumed to be

independent. However, there are resources (e.g. global
variables, buffers, hardware devices, etc.) that tasks
must access in a mutually exclusive manner. In fully-
preemptive and semi-preemptive schemes like PTS, the
mechanisms that enforce mutual exclusion can block a
task until another task releases the resource. 4

Many resource sharing protocols have been pro-
posed: the priority inheritance protocol (PIP), the pri-
ority ceiling protocol (PCP), the stack resource policy
(SRP), etc[17]. The PIP prescribes that if a higher
priority job becomes blocked by a lower priority one
due to a shared resource, the job that is causing the
blocking should execute with a priority which is the
maximum of its own nominal priority and the prior-
ity of the jobs that it is currently causing the blocking
(i.e. it should inherit the priority of the higher priority
task). However, the PIP does not prevent deadlocks.
In addition, a job can be blocked multiple times.

The PCP solves the PIP problem by adding to each
shared resource ρk a priority, called the priority ceiling
of the resource and denoted by ceil(ρk). The priority
ceiling is an upper bound on the priority of any job
that may lock the resource. A job that would require

4Note that mutual exclusion is not a problem for fully-non-
preemptive scheduling schemes since tasks cannot be interrupted
while accessing a resource.

a particular resource is then prevented from entering
its critical section unless its priority is higher than the
priority ceiling of all the shared resources it might ac-
quire. This prevents the deadlocks and guarantees that
a job can be blocked at most once.

Similar to the PCP, the Stack Resource Policy
(SRP) was developed by Baker[3] to enable real-
time tasks to share mutually exclusive resources while
preventing deadlocks. The SRP can be used with
dynamic-priority assignment scheduling as well as
static-priority scheduling. The SRP ensures that once
a task starts execution, it cannot be blocked until com-
pletion. A task can only be preempted by higher pri-
ority tasks. However, the execution of a task Ti with
the highest priority in the system could be delayed by a
lower priority task, which is locking some resource, and
has raised the system ceiling to a value greater than or
equal to the priority level λi. Similar to the PCP, this
delay is called the resource blocking time and denoted
by Br

i .
The blocking time due to shared resources Br

i can
now be used to modify the schedulability conditions for
fixed-priority and dynamic-priority schemes. To this
end, it can be shown that the maximum blocking time
a job can experience due to a shared resource can be
calculated as the longest critical section ξk

lj of tasks
with lower preemption levels (which are equivalent to
priorities in the case of fixed-priority scheduling poli-
cies), but with a ceiling greater than or equal to the
preemption level of Ti:

Br
i = max

Tl∈T ,∀j
[ωk

lj |λi > λl ∧ λi ≤ ceil(ρk)] (3.5)

Equation (3.5) can then be used to modify
the schedulability conditions for fixed-priority and
dynamic-priority schemes. To this end, the blocking
terms in equations (3.2e) and (3.4b) can be taken as
the maximum of the blocking due to lower preemption
level tasks with higher preemption thresholds and the
blocking due to shared resources. As explained by Gai
et al.[11], this enables the use of PTS in the presence
of shared resources for preventing priority inversions,
deadlocks, and enabling tasks synchronization. From
an implementation point of view, the SRPT also al-
lows tasks to share a unique stack since a task is never
blocked due to a shared resource, it simply cannot start
executing if its preemption level is not high enough.

Blocking due to self suspension is not an issue ei-
ther since tasks belonging to different non-preemptive
groups can have different stack spaces. Hence, if a
task delays itself and later resumes execution, it will
not corrupt its stack space because it only shares the
same stack space with other tasks that cannot preempt
it. Tasks that are allowed to preempt the suspended
task, on the other hand, are located in different areas
of memory and will not cause any stack corruption.



4. PTS: Memory Optimality and
Response Time Analysis

In this section we prove PTS yields optimal system
stack memory use when used with either a fixed- or
dynamic-priority based preemption scheme. We then
present an enhancement of PTS which reduces task
worst-case response times.

4.1. Stack Memory Optimality
In this section we assume that we are given the tuple

(T , Λ) where the preemption level mapping has been
already assigned as explained earlier for both the fixed-
and the dynamic-priority schemes. We would like to
find a preemption threshold mapping Γ that is feasi-
ble and in some sense optimal. A preemption thresh-
old assignment Γ is feasible if and only if the system
is schedulable according to the conditions presented
earlier for fixed-priority and dynamic-priority schemes.
Hereafter, the set of all feasible preemption threshold
assignments for the system (T , Λ) will be denoted by
G(T , Λ). A particular feasible assignment of special
interest is defined below:

Definition 4.1. (Identity Preemption Threshold As-
signment) We define the identity preemption threshold
assignment, ΓI ∈ G(T , Λ), as the preemption threshold
assignment where all tasks have been assigned preemp-
tion thresholds that are equal to the tasks’ preemption
levels (i.e. γi = λi for all i ∈ [1, N ]).

Since enhancing schedulability of a system with PTS
has already been addressed [23, 25], in this paper we
only consider systems that are schedulable in a fully-
preemptive manner with some predefined preemption
levels. These preemption levels (derived from the tasks’
priorities and parameters as explained earlier) are pre-
assigned according to some scheduling algorithm (e.g.
RM, DM, EDF, etc), so the identity assignment is al-
ways known. Moreover, G(T , Λ) is never empty since
it will at least contain the identity assignment.

Given the identity assignment ΓI , other assignments
that optimize the system in some sense need to be
found. Wang et al. [25] developed a heuristic that can
always find a feasible preemption threshold assignment
if it exists with a time complexity5 of O(N2 · q(N)).
We will call this algorithm the Maximal Preemption
Threshold Assignment Algorithm (MPTAA) because
it will always find the preemption threshold assign-
ment that is larger than any other feasible preemption
threshold assignment, as shown by Chen et al[6]. In
this context, given two preemption threshold assign-
ments, Γ, Γ′ ∈ G(T , Λ), we say that Γ is larger than
Γ′, and denote it by Γ � Γ′, if and only if all mem-
ber preemption thresholds of Γ are equal to or greater
than the corresponding preemption thresholds of Γ′

5The function q(N) is dependent on the priority assignment
policy used to check the schedulability of a task on line 7 of the
MPTAA[3,6].

Algorithm 1 MPTAA(T , Π)

1: Γ = ΓI /* initialize preemption threshold to
identity assignment */

2: for i = N down to 1 do
3: j = i + 1;
4: while ( schedulable == TRUE and γi < N)

do
5: γi = γi + 1;
6: /* check the schedulability of the affected task

*/
7: schedulable = is task schedulable(Tj);
8: if (schedulable == FALSE) then
9: γi = γi − 1;

10: end if
11: j = j + 1;
12: end while
13: schedulable = TRUE;
14: end for
15: return Γ;

(i.e. γi ≥ γ′
i ∀i). The largest of all preemption thresh-

old assignments is of particular interest and is defined
as follows:

Definition 4.2. (Maximal Preemption Thresh-
old Assignment) We define the maximal pre-
emption threshold assignment, denoted by
Γmax = (γmax

1 , γmax
2 , . . . , γmax

N ) ∈ G(T , Λ), as the
largest preemption threshold assignment in G(T , Λ).
That is, Γmax � Γ for all Γ ∈ G(T , Λ).

The MPTAA as presented in [25] is shown in al-
gorithm 1. However, line 7 of this algorithm was
modified to apply to both fixed-priority as well as
dynamic-priority schemes. To this end, the procedure
is task schedulable() will evaluate the schedulability
of the system using either level-i busy period analysis
for fixed-priority systems (Eqn. 3.2c), or by computing
the maximal blocking a task can endure without vio-
lating its schedulability for dynamic-priority schemes
(Eqn. 3.4a).

The MPTAA was analyzed by Chen et al.[6], and
was shown to always find the maximal preemption
threshold assignment if one exists6 (theorem 3 in [6]).
Since in our case we always start with a feasible as-
signment, namely the identity assignment, the maxi-
mal preemption threshold assignment always exists (in
the worst-case being equal to the identity assignment)
and will always be found by the MPTAA.

We now present the main theorem for this section.
In proving this theorem, we will denote the total stack
space requirements of a system (T , Λ) and a particular
preemption threshold assignment Γ by Stotal(T , Λ, Γ).
We emphasize that the nature of the scheduling scheme
(i.e. whether static or dynamic) is irrelevant to our
proof and hence will not be mentioned explicitly.

6This was only addressed for fixed-priority schemes, but holds
equally for dynamic-priority schemes as well.



Theorem 4.1. Given two real-time systems (T , Λ, Γ)
and (T , Λ, Γ′) with preemption thresholds assignments
Γ and Γ′ in G(T , Λ) such that Γ � Γ′. The to-
tal stack size Stotal(T , Λ, Γ′) can be no smaller than
Stotal(T , Λ, Γ).

Proof. Without loss of generality, let us assume that
γk = γ′

k for all k = 1, 2, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , N and let
γ′

i = γi − 1 < γi for some arbitrary i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}.
It should be clear that Γ � Γ′ according to our defi-
nition. Now let Tj ∈ T be the task belonging to the
system with a priority (preemption level) πj (λj) cho-
sen such that πj = γ′

i + 1 = γi(λj = γ′
i + 1 = γi). The

existence of Tj is guaranteed by the way we assign pre-
emption thresholds. Now since πj = γi(λj = γi), then
Tj is not allowed to preempt Ti with the larger preemp-
tion threshold assignment Γ according to the rules of
preemption threshold scheduling. On the other hand,
Tj is allowed to preempt Ti with the smaller preemp-
tion threshold assignment Γ′ since γ′

i < γi = πj(γ′
i <

γi = λj). Hence, we have to allocate an additional Sj

stack units to accommodate the potential preemption
between Tj and Ti if we use the smaller preemption
threshold assignment Γ′, and therefore:

Stotal(T , Λ, Γ′) ={
Stotal(T , Λ, Γ) + Sj if Tj preempts Ti

Stotal(T , Λ, Γ) otherwise

Hence, Stotal(T , Λ, Γ) ≤ Stotal(T , Λ, Γ′) which com-
pletes the proof.

The above theorem and the definition of the maximal
preemption threshold assignment leads us directly to
the following important corollary.

Corollary 4.2. The MPTAA finds the preemption
threshold assignment with the smallest possible total
stack space requirements.

Proof. Theorem 3 in [6] shows that the MPTAA finds
the maximal preemption threshold assignment Γmax

with the essential property that Γmax � Γ for all Γ ∈
G(T , Λ). Combining this with theorem 4.1 proves this
corollary.

Hence PTS can be used with any scheduling algo-
rithm (RM, EDF, etc.) and always renders the smallest
stack space requirements while maintaining the schedu-
lability of the system. Note that the above corrollary
also implies that the MPTAA will result in the fewest
number of mutually non-preemptive groups. These
groups can be mapped to the same run-time thread
as was explained by Wang et al. [23]. Nevertheless,
minimizing the number of non-preemptive groups alone
does not result in minimizing the stack space require-
ments unless all tasks have the same stack requirement.

4.2. Improving System Responsiveness
One goal of using a preemptive policy is to im-

prove the system’s responsiveness to internal or exter-
nal stimuli. Hence, a real-system developer would pre-
fer to use a particular preemption threshold assignment
if it results in the minimal stack size but also improves
system responsiveness. The formulation presented in
this section enables system developers to make an in-
formed tradeoff between stack space utilization and the
degree of responsiveness desired.

Before we continue we need to define a way to
measure system responsiveness. A well-suited met-
ric for measuring system responsiveness in a fixed-
priority scheme is the average worst case response
time (AWCRT), computed by averaging the WCRT
over all tasks in a system, which we will denote by
AW (T , Πstat, Γ)7. We leave as future work the analy-
sis of other potentially useful metrics, such as average
WCRT relative to period, or with weightings.

We show in this section that there might exist a
preemption threshold assignment different from Γmax

that can result in the same optimal total stack space
requirements while improving the system’s responsive-
ness as measured by the AWCRT. That is, we can find
a feasible preemption threshold assignment, that we
shall denote by Γopt, such that the following two prop-
erties hold.

Stotal(T , Πstat, Γopt) = Stotal(T , Πstat, Γmax) (4.6a)

AW (T , Πstat, Γopt) ≤ AW (T , Πstat, Γmax) (4.6b)

As an example, a randomly generated system of 5
tasks was used to explore the search path of the MP-
TAA until it reaches the maximal assignment Γmax.
The path is shown in figure 4.1 with all the assign-
ments visited starting from the identity assignment.
The MPTAA finds the maximal threshold assignment
that minimizes the system stack requirements from 160
to 90 units while maintaining schedulability. How-
ever, note the grouping of data points; there are
multiple vertically-aligned clusters of points with the
same worst-case total stack size but differing AWCRT.
The MPTAA reaches each cluster’s lowest point (i.e.
best AWCRT) first, but then proceeds upward, rais-
ing AWCRT without improving the total stack size.
Although the MPTAA minimizes the system’s stack
usage at 90 units, there are two other preemption
threshold assignments that result in the same memory-
optimal total stack requirement but with better system
responsiveness. The best is Γopt, which has an AWCRT
of 41.4 time units, versus 45.2 for Γmax.

The list of preemption threshold assignments given
in figure 4.1 can also be used by system developers

7For simplicity, we focus in this section on fixed-priority sys-
tems. However, it should be emphasized that this treatment is
equally applicable to dynamic-priority systems by defining some
other metric to measure the system responsiveness.



PT Assignment Stack AWCRT

ΓI = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 160 26.6
Γ = (1, 2, 3, 5, 5) 150 28.4
Γ = (1, 2, 4, 5, 5) 150 29.6
Γ = (1, 2, 5, 5, 5) 140 29.6
Γ = (1, 3, 5, 5, 5) 110 31.2
Γ = (1, 4, 5, 5, 5) 110 31.6
Γ = (1, 5, 5, 5, 5) 110 31.6
Γ = (2, 5, 5, 5, 5) 110 38.2

Γopt = (3, 5, 5, 5, 5) 90 41.4
Γ = (4, 5, 5, 5, 5) 90 43.4

Γmax = (5, 5, 5, 5, 5) 90 45.2
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Figure 4.1. Maximal preemption threshold as-
signment passes case which is optimal for both
system response time and total stack size.

who prefer to have higher system responsiveness at the
expense of additional stack space. The designer chooses
from the list the desired level of responsiveness and uses
the corresponding preemption threshold assignment.

To compute Γopt, we traverse the problem graph
backward starting with Γmax and exit as soon as the
total stack size starts increasing as shown in Figure 4.1.
That is, after each iteration of algorithm 1, the preemp-
tion threshold assignment Γ is saved in a list. After
Γmax has been found, this list is traversed backwards
to determine if the same (optimal) stack size can be
obtained with better system responsiveness.
5. Case Studies and Simulations

Section 4 showed that PTS will always render the
smallest stack size that will maintain the schedulability
of the workload. We now evaluate the impact of PTS
on stack space and response time in two ways. First,
we use PTS to schedule a real workload developed for
controlling an Unmaned Aviation Vehicle (UAV). Sec-
ond, we use randomly-generated workloads to examine
broad trends across a range of design points.

5.1. Paparazzi Benchmark
The “Paparazzi” project of Brisset and Drouin [1]

targets a cheap fixed-wing autonomous UAV execut-
ing a predefined mission. Nemer et al.[19] used the

Table 1. The real-time tasks composing the Fly-
By-Wire benchmark

Name Frequency WCEC Stack
receive radio 40Hz 14,820 34B
check failsafe 20Hz 12,477 6B

check autopilot values 20Hz 5,680 26B
send data to autopilot 40Hz 5,640 26B

servo transmit 20Hz 2394 10B
servo interrupt 80 2B
spi interrupt 193 2B

radio interrupt 76 2B

Paparazzi project to develop a real-time benchmark
called “PapaBench”. Papabench is composed of two
workloads with tasks for controlling the servo system,
and handling navigation and stabilization. In this sec-
tion we used PTS to schedule and optimize the servo
controller tasks from PapaBench listed in Table 1 with
their worst-case execution cycles (WCEC). The maxi-
mum stack space required by each task was also com-
puted using the stacktool by Regher [21]. The work-
load was designed to be able to run without preemp-
tion; many precedence relations exist among the tasks,
and the total processor utilization is quite low (less
than 10%). For this evaluation, however, we assume
that the task precedence relationships and utilization
are unknown and hence assume that a fully-preemptive
scheduling approach is required. In this case the task
set requires 120 bytes for global data and 108 bytes for
stack data (detailed in the table). Using PTS to limit
preemptions reduces this total stack space requirement
from 108 bytes to 34 bytes while maintaining schedu-
lability. This holds for the utilization levels examined
(37% to 97%). The total RAM required is reduced by
37%, a significant amount. Indeed, PTS with the MP-
TAA provides us with a simple systematic method that
can be applied directly to any system independent of
the priority assignment policy used. This method pro-
vides the real-time system designer with a tool to inves-
tigate the minimal memory requirements that maintain
the schedulability of system, without which PTS would
be error-prone.

5.2. Generic Real-Time Workloads
We next investigate workload characteristics that af-

fect the stack size optimality level achievable through
PTS. For example, the optimal stack utilization for
some workloads through the use of PTS can be as
small as 20% of the stack space utilization required by
the fully-preemptive version of the system while oth-
ers need 80%. We now simulate and analyze randomly
generated systems of tasks to better understand PTS.

To cover a wide range of design points, 40,000 sys-
tems with 10 tasks each were randomly generated.
These were created so 1000 have a utilization of 50%,
1000 have 51% utilization, and so on up to 90%. Task
periods have a normal distribution with a mean, P̄ , of
100 time units and a standard deviation, σP , of 25%,
50%, and 75%, respectively. Moreover, task deadlines
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Figure 5.2. Stack space required for PTS with
a fixed-priority policy rises with both task pe-
riod variability and system utilization.
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Figure 5.3. Stack space required for PTS with
a dynamic-priority policy depends mostly on
task period variability.

were set equal to their respective periods (for simplic-
ity, though not necessary). Tasks WCETs were set
to incur the required overall system utilization. Task
maximum stack space utilizations were chosen from a
uniform distribution between 20 and 120 units. All
40,000 systems generated were schedulable with a fully-
preemptive policy.

We first investigate the effect of the system uti-
lization on the optimal stack utilization required with
PTS. Using the MPTAA, the optimal stack space re-
quired by each system was computed and normalized
to the stack space required by the fully-preemptive ver-
sion of the system. The average normalized stack uti-
lizations were then plotted as a function of the over-
all system utilization and the standard deviation in
the task periods. The results are shown in figures 5.2
and 5.3 for the fixed-priority and the dynamic-priority
schemes, respectively.

First, consider the fixed-priority scheme in figure
5.2. At low utilizations the system’s stack space re-
quirements might be less than 30% of those of a fully-
preemptive system. However, at higher utilization lev-
els, the variation in the tasks’ periods increasingly af-
fects the savings attainable. With σP = 25% the sav-
ings are only slightly dependent on the utilization level.
On the other hand, as the standard deviation of the pe-
riods increases, the savings attainable decrease signif-
icantly at higher utilizations. This can be attributed
to the fact that for systems with large variations in
their periods it is much harder to maintain the system’s
schedulability while minimizing preemptions. For ex-
ample, if a system contains two tasks that have a large
difference in frequencies, it is difficult, if not impossi-
ble, to limit the higher frequency task from preempt-
ing the slower while maintaining system schedulability.
This becomes very apparent at high system utilizations
where there is much less slack time.

Second, consider the dynamic-priority scheme in fig-
ure 5.3. The normalized stack space utilizations in this
case are much more uniform across all utilization lev-
els. This is because the dynamic (EDF) scheme is much

more adaptive to the workload characteristics and has
a higher schedulable utilization8 than a fixed-priority
scheme such as RM. This more-efficient scheduling al-
lows more preemption limiting to occur before schedu-
lability is lost.

Another interesting property is the distribution of
the 40,000 systems among the different normalized
stack space utilizations levels. To this end, a histogram
was constructed showing the percentage of systems ver-
sus the normalized (optimal) stack space utilization
achievable by each system. Figure 5.4 and figure 5.5
show this distribution for the overall system utiliza-
tion levels of 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90%, respectively.
Again, as can be seen, the workloads scheduled with the
dynamic-priority schemes depend less on the system
utilization level than those in a fixed-priority scheme.

5.3. System Responsiveness with PTS

Limiting system preemptions has some undesirable
side effects, including increasing a task’s WCRT. The
increase is not constant and depends on workload char-
acteristics. In section 4.2, we discussed reducing the
effect of preemption limiting on the WCRT through
backtracking.

To investigate this important issue, the workloads
generated in the previous section were arranged in or-
der of relative improvement in stack memory require-
ments. The AWCRT for the workloads was then com-
puted and normalized to the optimal AWCRT of the
fully-preemptive version of the system. For example,
if the AWCRT of a system with PTS doubles as com-
pared to its fully-preemptive AWCRT, then its normal-
ized AWCRT is 200%. This data was then plotted as
shown in figure 5.6 for the MPTAA with and without
backtracking.

8The schedulable utilization of a scheduling algorithm is de-
fined by Liu[17] as the utilization level that guarantees that any
system with this utilization can feasibly be scheduled with this
algorithm. It is known that EDF has a schedulable utiliza-
tion of unity as compared to RM with schedulable utilization
of N(21/N − 1) for N tasks.
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Figure 5.4. PTS and a fixed-priority policy
dramatically reduce the stack space required,
even for high-utilization systems.
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Figure 5.5. PTS and a dynamic-priority policy
reduce the stack space required even better
than a fixed-priority policy.
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Figure 5.7. The distribution of system-level
response time (AWCRT) improvement shows
task sets benefit from backtracking, with some
showing a dramatic benefit.
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Figure 5.8. A small AWCRT improvement
(0.98% for this task set) masks a large task-
level WCRT improvement. Five tasks see
WCRT reductions from 15% to 50%.
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Figure 5.6. System response time (AWCRT) us-
ing PTS is improved by back-tracking from the
maximal to the optimal preemption threshold
assignment.

Figure 5.6 shows two relations. First, the nor-
malized AWCRT is inversely related to the optimal
normalized stack utilization; as the system’s stack
space requirements increase, its normalized AWCRT
decreases. This is expected, since systems utilizing
more stack space allow more preemptions, resulting
in better system responsiveness. Second, backtrack-
ing results in greater improvement at higher stack uti-
lizations. When many preemptions are needed for the
system, the MPTAA over-constrains some of the tasks
unnecessarily even though the optimal stack utilization
has been reached and further limiting of preemptability
will not succeed in minimizing the stack further.

Finally, we examine the improvement from back-
tracking the MPTAA. The histogram of Figure 5.79

shows that although most of the systems had between
0.5% to 1% improvement only, some systems had a
dramatic AWCRT improvement – up to 50%. These
generally modest system-level AWCRT improvements

9To quantify the improvement of backtracking, the absolute
difference between the AWCRT and the AWCRT with backtrack-
ing was normalized to the optimal AWCRT and used to measure
the improvement rendered through backtracking



mask the task-level benefits. We examine a system
of 20 tasks which saw only a 0.98% improvement in
AWCRT through backtracking (98% of systems see an
improvement under 1%). The WCRTs of the individ-
ual tasks are plotted in figure 5.8. Remarkably, some
task WCRTs improved by more than 50%. Hence, on
the task level, backtracking the MPTAA can indeed be
quite beneficial.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we investigate using preemption

threshold scheduling to minimize stack size. We
present a framework for using PTS for hard real-time
systems using both static and dynamic priority alloca-
tion schemes. We demonstrate the value and memory
optimality of PTS and investigate its performance and
also present an improvement.

Open issues remain to be explored. Is there another
metric for measuring response time which is more ap-
propriate than the AWCRT? Does minimizing AWCRT
also minimize average response time, assuming repre-
sentative distributions?
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